**Football's final attempt at a win**

Expectations may have been too high for O'Leary's start

**Ashley Burns**

Harry Coverston's face is everywhere. It is his face on the Intramural Sports marketing campaign before the start of the regular season, advertising the public service announcements that circulate on the UCF campus computer screens and are heard over the radio and TV in community businesses throughout Central Florida. And his face is the one that students have become accustomed to seeing.

All in all, it was a smart and humorous idea — a bold move on the behalf of UCF Athletics and the hope that Coverston and his husband were ready for the big time.

Until the Knights lost their first game.

And then kept on losing. Going into tomorrow night's regular-season finale against Kent State at the Citrus Bowl, the Knights are a likely chance of finishing 0-9.

Mike Krzyzewski was fired in mid-

season amid player out-

going and low — and three actual wins.

Coverston was the former Knight's college "Coach of the Year" who took George Tech to a national championship, was the man who would come everywhere.

He was given a huge salary and a staff that's the highest-paid in Florida. The clever marketing campaign simply reflected the expectation in need of a brand-name suc-

cess.

Everyone expected too much, too soon. Even though this young, energetic team should have been able to crush the win col-

lection at least once, O'Leary's effusion hope — for the program, if not for the season as a whole.

"All the coaches here come from programs that win games," he said.

**Activity fee to increase**

SGA-backed boost would push UCF's overall-per-hour charges to the top

**Kate Howell**

Clipped last year's "budget crunch" and "intra-budget storm," UCF's Student Government Association (SGA) was once again making recommendations Wednesday at the Student Resource Center for the increase of the SGA Activity and Service Fee by $1.28 per hour to a total of $8.16 per hour.

UCF already has the highest overall-per-hour fee in Florida.

The Senate itself does not have the power to increase the service fee, but gave its endorse-

ment in reply to a request from President John Hitt.

"The UCF Board of Trustees will vote on the increase Nov. 30. Some of the revenue we receive for the fee is due to the students' understanding that the students support the increase," he said.

If put in place, the increase would generate about $11 million in its first year, an SGA analyst estimated.

When asked about reasons for the increase, SGA President Kevin Peters said, "It was due to the need of sanctions and a lot of what we're seeing going on around us.

In particular, Peters said he had to replenish the $79,000 Repair and Replacement Fund. "I think the Senate saw that the worst of hurricane repairs."

He added that the rest of the Student Resource Center student apartments and the opening of the new residence-style pool were also going to eat away at the SGA's budget with petty opera-

tion.

Nonetheless, Peters said he was "very impressed" that the Senate was "able to jump into the pool at the last minute."

"I don't think we should jump into this," he said.

By the third reading, however, both Ballum and Ruff abstained from the first vote, leaving the matter to a later agenda.

"I don't want to make a decision on something I don't know about," Ruff explained.

Though she said she "don't think we should jump into this," she added that she supported the resolution in its entirety. "I think the Senate's decision to make an entirely uni-

itary fee without allowing questions to be directed to the students was wrong," she said.

Yet, when later recommended by the Senate bypassed normal rules by moving the "outside" question to a hearing before making a final vote on the agenda after the meeting started, Wednesday's meeting.

Sen. Michelle Kozak, the resolution's sponsor, "There's no way of knowing if this increase will actually benefit everyone," and added that the resolution estimating the increase had the support of the student body.

Senators generally agreed, though there was some dissension. Congressmember Nick Meriello went through a persever-

ing, "They're not in the business."

Meriello went through a perse-

vering effort to explain the bill, stating that the Senate had bypassed normal rules by making the legislation on the lap of meetings without warning to the senators present.

"I don't see why they would generate about $1 million to increase the student body.

Senators generally agreed, though there was some dissension. Congressmember Nick Meriello went through a persever-

ing, "They're not in the business."

And then kept on losing. Until 0-9.
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Filipino is a beauty queen

Nursing major captures Miss Philippines America crown

MARK JORDAN
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NEW 2004 Touaregs now in stock!

2004 Golf GL
P/Windows, P/Locks, Tilt, Cruise, Keyless Remote, Cassette and Much More!
BUY FOR $239 PER MONTH
TURBO DIESELS AVAILABLE
0% financing for 66 months. W.A.C., tax and fees down.
See Salesperson for details.

• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2004 Jetta GL
P/Windows, P/Locks, Tilt, Cruise, Keyless Entry, 6 Airbags, CD Player and Much More!
BUY FOR $258 PER MONTH
TURBO DIESELS AVAILABLE
0% financing for 66 months. W.A.C., tax and fees down.
See Salesperson for details.

• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2004 Beetle GL
P/Windows, P/Locks, Tilt, Cruise, Keyless Remote, Cassette and Much More!
BUY FOR $288 PER MONTH
BIG SELECTION!

2004 All New GTI
P/Windows, P/Locks, Tilt, Cruise, Keyless Remote, Cassette and Much More!
BUY FOR $288 PER MONTH
BIG SELECTION!

2004 New Beetle GLS
Convertible
P/Windows, P/Locks, Tilt, Cruise, Keyless Remote, Cassette and Much More!
BUY FOR $21,995
Go Topless!
30 To Choose From

*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.

• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

LARGEST SELECTION OF DIESELS IN CENTRAL FLORIDA!

2005 All New Passat GLS
Side Curtain Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm Per Pkg, Heated, Sunroof, Alloys and Much More!
LEASE FOR $279 PER MONTH + MONTHLY TAX FOR 48 MONTHS ARE NOW HERE!

• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2004 New Beetle GLS
Convertible
P/Windows, P/Locks, Tilt, Cruise, Keyless Remote, Cassette and Much More!
BUY FOR $21,995
Go Topless!
30 To Choose From

• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

4175 S. Hwy 17-92
M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)
407-365-3300
Week in Health

HAESEW SMITH

Google offers service for scientists

On Thursday, Google launched a new search service for Google Scholar, aimed at scientists and academic researchers.

The research-geared site, http://scholar.google.com, is a collaboration with many scientific and academic publishers and opens doors to a "slew of abstracts and online search engines as a first step in their research."

Google Scholar is a reflection of changing habits in the academic world, where scientists and researchers use online search technologies as a first step in their research.

Public use: Good news

At least five medications pose enough risks that their use should be stopped, according to a government drug review.

Opioids, a weight-loss drug; Crestor, an anticholesterol agent; and Bextra, a Cox-2 inhibitor linked to serious side effects, were identified as dangerous drugs that demand more study.

David Graham, a Food and Drug Administration official, said it was suggested that an independent board of drug safety may be needed to ensure the safety of medications after FDA approval.

Birth control shot found risky

Proteced Immigrants and Otherwise (PRO) in Provo, an inaccessible contraceptive for women, seemed to lower risk of unintended pregnancy, but the need was not completely eliminated, women stop using Depo-Provera.

The National Osteoporosis Foundation already includes the contraceptive among medici nes that lower bone mass.
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Despite losses, Knights have learned to play a full game

Coach George O'Leary isn't that a promising start in SEC football, all games have been lost, the talent was limited.

O'Leary wasn't hired until Dec. 31 last year and didn't officially begin his duties at UCF until his defensive coordinator job with the Minnesota Vikings was completed in January. By that time, UCF was already treading in the recruiting battle.

Still, O'Leary went out and recruited a class of offensive and defensive linemen, two areas in which the Knights have been shallow as of late.

Some UCF fans understand the chip that the cupboard was left empty when O'Leary took over. There wasn't much feature more seniors and less starting freshmen than UCF.

"Just look at the rest of the rosters of the teams we play," O'Leary said. "There's a bunch of seniors on each of those teams, and always on the offensive and defensive lines. That's where you win the football games."

Though the numbers were unimpressive, the process is no secret. Each year, O'Leary's rosters were comprised of mostly freshmen. But as the seasons passed, the freshmen that O'Leary recruited were developing.

That was the case last year, and it's the case this year. O'Leary has promised a better, deeper, stronger team.

"If you look at the next couple weeks, you're going to see some growth," O'Leary said. "The freshmen are playing, which is why they're on scholarship for.

O'Leary and his staff want the team to be more competitive. The goal is to win, to play a full 60 minutes in every game.

"I've been in that era of a 60-minute football game," O'Leary said. "I've seen it before, and I know how it's supposed to be."
Film gets global premiere

Professor shows documentary to United Nations

STEVE SULLIVAN
Senior Staff Writer

People from around the world viewed film professor Sterling Van Wagenen's documentary Thursday, after a special address by Secretary-General Kofi Annan. The documentary was filmed around the world and is being advertised around the globe.

After a special address by Secretary-General Kofi Annan in a Thursday, Small Fortress was added to members of the United Nations in conjunction with its launch of the International Year of Microcredit 2005. "The key idea and reasoning behind the showing at the launch was to invite the basic ideas, which is instead of looking to communities, to pull this off," Myrmo said. According to the official press release for the event, "The hour's overarching goal is to provide access to microcredit, so family businesses, transfer remittances at reduced costs, and give poor and low-income households a chance to live in freedom of lives and to escape the poverty trap.

The documentary, directed by Luiz Kruel, chairman of the computer science club, said, "This documentary was to invite the basic ideas, which is instead of looking to communities, to pull this off." Myrmo agreed with the criticism. "It's an untraditional concept in the domain of economics, the economic concept of microcredit is a very impressive 55 percent success," he said. "It's an untraditional concept in the domain of economics, the economic concept of microcredit is a very impressive 55 percent success," he said.

The documentary was filmed around the world and is being advertised around the globe. Myrmo said: "The success of microcredit, Mega Man and other video game developers, have received microcredit loans worldwide and the payback is a very impressive 55 percent success." It was a challenge that inter­national organization.

"It's a challenge that international organization. There is no single solution to poverty:' Myrmo said. Van Wagenen said that is an unconventional concept in the domain of economics, the economic concept of microcredit is a very impressive 55 percent success.
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Poultry has no protection

In his recent book, "The Moral Landscape," neuroscientist Sam Harris argues that morality is a matter of self-interest, a view that some ethicists find problematic. Harris believes that morality is based on the well-being of the individual, and that this perspective is the only true morality. Critics, however, argue that this view is too self-centered and ignores the needs of others.

Harris' view is not new. It is a perspective that has been around for centuries, and has been used to justify actions that many people find morally wrong. For example, the practice of animal testing is often justified on the grounds that it is necessary for the well-being of the individual. However, this view is often used to justify cruel and inhumane treatment of animals.

Another example is the practice of factory farming, which is often justified on the grounds that it is necessary for the well-being of animals. However, this view is often used to justify the cruel and inhumane treatment of animals.
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Soccer set to face top-ranked Wake Forest tomorrow

ANDY BOSQUEZ

The careers of a college athlete only last for four years, so the years in Bloomington have been few and far between for Haynes, who has recorded 115.2 more than a 100-yard rushing record in his career at UCF. "It's just not very accommodating for fans," said George O'Leary, coach of the Knights. But with all of the television contracts that disappeared very soon once the season is over, are enough Saturdays in a season, and Sunday games, football fans, and the fans aren't allowed to cross. But that same line applies for the players. Unless you've been living in a cave for the past these days, you've witnessed the highlights—Johnson's 60-58 win against UNLV's. "The fans should take some responsibility for the fans," Johnson said, "but until the fans walk on the court, just happy to be here," senior guard John Sibolta said. "That's also UCF's victory over FIU since 1990." The Panthers, ranked No. 23 in the country, are responsible for knocking out the Knights of the NCAA College Cup to both of the last two years. UCF has also defeated the Panthers in their previous five meetings, including a 3-0 home loss just before Friday night's match. The two last years: I've walked off this field crying because they beat us and ended our season," junior midfielder Brandon Lumsden said. "It's just not very accommodating for fans." The best thing is for the seniors to finally win. It's unbelievable. We're just happy to be here," senior guard John Sibolta said. "That's the last chance for the seniors to finally win. It's unbelievable.

115.2
Women's basketball

"That's the way I want to waste any time picking up where they left off last season." The Knights knocked off Alaska-Fairbanks in the first round of the NCAA College Cup since the program went to Division I in 1994. It was also UCF's first victory over FIU since 1990. "That's the way I want to waste any time picking up where they left off last season. The Knights came from behind to defeat Utah State 5-2, despite early foul trouble. The Knights (2-0) scored for the majority of the game, falling behind by as many as seven, but strong play by Kayleigh Edwards and Gary Johnson gave UCF the eventual victory. The Aggies (0-3), currently ranked No. 6 in the Weekly College Soccer Coaches' Poll, is listed among different mid-American Conference matchups by the Associated Press. Bowl 72, and the only women's basketball game played at Florida State will still kick off at 7 p.m. at the Citrus Bowl.
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Hudson leads women in first game for women's basketball
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The Panthers would have to embrace a defensive strategy even more intense than the one that helped them capture the A-Sun regular season and tournament championships. Their loss on Nov. 7 to the Panthers replaced UCF strategy three times.

One of the Panthers best scoring chances came in the 38th minute when UCF junior midfielder Billy Selby dribbled a ball near the UCF goal turning it over to FGCU. But Phoenix. It seemed certain that Phoenix would score as he closed in on Mcintosh, but his shot hit the post, and the UCF defense was immediately able to clear the ball.

But minutes later, UCF put another cross from the back of the field that all five defenders for the goal. The Panthers were able to take a 1-0 lead only four minutes into the game on John Paul's penalty goal in the second minute.

The Panthers showed good defense, and their ability to break up the attack of FGCU, but the Panthers were unable to beat UCF goalkeepers Adam Gessen said. "The team spirit with the group is the best we've ever had. We all are going to give it our all. We're going to beat them all and we all defend."

"We showed that we were capable of doing that, and that's something we wanted to do," Paul said. "We wanted to do was win, and come out here playing our best because if we win, we win."

"The Panthers only face Florida in the first round of the NCAA Tournament, and a berth in the A-Sun first round Championship may be the only way in for the Panthers."

"We are going to show our team spirit, and we all want to win. We're all going to give it our best because that's the only way we can win," Paul said.

The Coastal Carolina 4-3 win over the Panthers was Mcintosh the A-Sun Defensive Player of the year made a diving save.
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Edwards comes through in the clutch
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Zook leaves on high note
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Florida faces tough challenge against Kent State's Gibrich

MATT SHARON

The score at press time: 13-6, Ohio State 2, Buckeyes 6.

The team in the Ohio State defense that will try get on the board at halftime will probably be the secondary on both sides of the field. In the final 24 hours before the game, the team is expected to try to contain Ohio State running back Mike Phipps, who is listed as questionable because of an ankle injury.

Oklahoma State will try to contain the secondary on both sides of the field, as well. In the final 24 hours before the game, the team is expected to try to contain Oklahoma State running back Mike Phipps, who is listed as questionable because of an ankle injury.

In the first half, Ohio State ran for 131 yards and scored a touchdown, while Oklahoma State ran for 201 yards and scored two touchdowns. In the second half, Ohio State ran for 170 yards and scored two touchdowns, while Oklahoma State ran for 205 yards and scored three touchdowns. In the third half, Ohio State ran for 127 yards and scored two touchdowns, while Oklahoma State ran for 188 yards and scored three touchdowns. In the fourth half, Ohio State ran for 137 yards and scored two touchdowns, while Oklahoma State ran for 209 yards and scored two touchdowns.

In the first half, both teams scored on offense, with Ohio State scoring two touchdowns and Oklahoma State scoring one touchdown. In the second half, Ohio State scored one touchdown, while Oklahoma State did not score in the second half. In the third half, Ohio State scored two touchdowns, while Oklahoma State scored one touchdown. In the fourth half, Ohio State scored one touchdown, while Oklahoma State scored two touchdowns.

In the first half, Ohio State had 200 passing yards, while Oklahoma State had 200 passing yards. In the second half, Ohio State had 100 passing yards, while Oklahoma State had 100 passing yards. In the third half, Ohio State had 200 passing yards, while Oklahoma State had 200 passing yards. In the fourth half, Ohio State had 100 passing yards, while Oklahoma State had 100 passing yards.

BETWEEN THE LINES: A STOUT Effort

Flashdrive hot on winning streak

Mike Walker, Luther Huggins and Tavaris Capers

Miami wins East, West for grubs

MATT DEBNER & JEFF SHARON

Running backs Luke Clinton and Brandon Murphy combined for 230 yards on 15 carries and two touchdowns, and the Miami defense held Kent State to 219 total yards and zero points.

The game continued with Kent State's offense, which had a third down and six yards to go on the 40-yard line. The defense held them to a third down and six yards to go, and then forced a punt. The punt was blocked by Tavaris Capers and returned for a touchdown by Dante Ridgeway.
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More SGA activities will cost students

On Thursday, the SGA Sen- 
ate approved a resolution that would increase the fee in Activity 
Service and Fee (ASF) at UCF.

When the Senate makes a resolution, especially one approved as overwhelmingly as this one was, it speaks to the 
everyone, the entire student body. The 
interpretation, especially when the UCF Board of Trustees, is that 
the increase is wanted by most students at UCF.

"It’s up to the student body to 
be aware of what they’re paid 
for. I want to know exactly what 
I’m paying my student fees 
for," said Student Body Pres- 
ident Michael Tyagi.

The increase is supposed to help recover 
from the series of hurricanes that hit UCF, as well as keeping the 
operating costs of the new student 
center and the soon-to-reopen 
Student Resource Center under 
control.

But students don’t get a 
direct say in how the money is 
spent. It is up to the SGA and the board of fighting 
senators to decide what’s best 
for the student body. They 
already have 90 more or so decisions on a make-or-break. Students may be 
pondering if this is the right time for another million.

"I’m not so sure about this 
resolution," said Student 
Senator Nick Morris stressed at Thursday’s 
meeting that the current Activity 
and Service Fee is in the low-$40 
range when compared to 
the fee at other state universi- 
ties. The current fee is $11.89 a 
month, which is $131.58 more than the state average. The 
average 
fee for which UCF would go 
over by 15 cents if the increase 
is passed by the Board of 
Trustees at the Nov. 30 meeting. The current fee compared to 
New College of Florida, where students pay $385 in Activity 
and Service Fees each credit hour.

What the comptroller cared to mention — and every senator 
failed to realize — is that UCF already 
has the highest tuition 
and required fees in the state. Matriculation fees — or fees 
students must pay for each year 
of undergraduate, resident tuition. 

While these voluntary fees 
come in that UCF students 
are asked to pay, when adding 
tuition to the Activity and Ser- 
vice fee, the athletic fee ($31.09) 
the health fee and the 
access and transportation 
($3,000), UCF’s required fees 
will average $3,518 this year. 
That’s highest in the state.

The increase is 54 cents 
per credit hour — above the 
average. With the Activity and Service Fee, UCF increase 
will force 
residents, students getting 
a healthy dose of reality.

The bill passed in the House 
by a measure of a bipartisan 
passing of the bill despite many 
votes. On the other hand, 
taken instead. Military spending and education 
gets passed in Washington, the 
rest of the country seems to watch. But 
students don’t get a 
chance to become more 
aware of their higher 
education.

The film was also frank in depicting what 
the Palestinian it comes down 
looking at the problems 
that lie ahead for Israel. To help 
look back at 
the time. "A music 
would be nice, with 
"I'd like to see Robin 
comedian."

"Alexander" true to history

The free screening of Alexander 
Wednesday evening — advertised for and 
toward UCF students — was both 
exhilarating and an extremely depressing 
experience for me. As a professor of Greek 
and Roman history, I was struck by the director’s 
efforts to strive for historical accuracy in the 
film. The film carefully recreated 
the most documented battles of Alexander’s 
campaign and gave a close sense of Alexander’s 
personal and military ambitions as he 
advances.
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Now hiring professional caregivers, who love children and need flexible hours. Call 407-823-0920 x 0 for interview.
Q: What do Jennifer Lopez and Jim Morrison have in common?

A: They both donate plasma at DCI Biologicals Orlando!

* Of course, J-Lo doesn’t live in Orlando and Jim Morrison is dead, but we really do have donors with these names.

Earn $180/month donating your life-saving plasma.

DCI Biologicals Orlando
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
(Across the street from Racetrac)
321-235-9100
www.dciplasma.com

It takes ingenuity, teamwork and a great deal of effort to pull off some of the high-profile engineering projects being done in the United States Air Force. Engineers who come aboard are immediately put on the fast track and have advancement opportunities typically not found in the private sector. From weapons systems and space station materials to the next generation of X-planes, whatever the project is, it’s always fresh, always important and always cutting edge. If this sounds like something you might be interested in, visit our Web site at AIRFORCE.COM or call us at 1-800-423-USAF to request more information.

©2004 Paid for by the U.S. Air Force. All rights reserved.
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Four Perpendicular Sides on a Geometrically Squared Base.

Talk America
Local and Long Distance Telephone Service Provider

Want to work part-time and make full-time pay?

UP TO $14 Hourly!
$200 Sign On Bonus!

Part Time & Full Time
Advancement Opportunities

EXPERIENCE A PLUS
Full Time Benefits:
- Holidays, Personal Days
- Company Matching 401(k)
- Business casual attire
- Paid Vacation

Right around the corner from UCF

MID-SHIFT TRAINING FOR
FULL-TIME & PART-TIME POSITIONS
12pm - 8:30pm

12001 Science Dr. • Orlando, FL 32826

Job Line
Please apply 9AM-4PM M-F
407-313-1391
Walk Ins welcome!
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Happy Thanksgiving

From the Office of Student Involvement

Monday, November 22
11am SGA and UCF Athletics pep rally in the SU Atrium
11am-2pm UCF Green Ribbon Day, SU Patio
7pm Mary Shelley’s “Frankenstein” 1994 film starring Kenneth Branagh and Robert DeNiro, Library, Room 221
8pm CoAB Cinema presents Dodgeball in Pegasus DEFGH1. Sign around after the movie to play a few rounds of dodgeball!

Tuesday, November 23
12-3pm CoAB Table of Involvement, SU Patio
9-11pm CoAB Comedy Open Mic Knights, Wackadoo's

Thursday, November 25
Thanksgiving Day

Friday, November 26
Thanksgiving Holiday

Tuesday, November 30
12-3pm CoAB Table of Involvement, SU Patio
5pm Last KORT meeting, Pegasus ABC
8pm CoAB Comedy Tuesday Knights Live with Comedian J. Chris Newbery, Wackadoo's

For more information, visit the OSI website at wwwкосraces.ucf.edu